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small authority, were inclined to treat the Emperor simply
as an arsenal.
I squatted under the canopy with the Ministers, and
enjoyed many anxious moments. Men drew their long
swords, straight like a crusader's or curved to a fishtail
point, and swung them backward dangerously as they went
through the fearful motions of attacking, dispatching and
dissecting an enemy. Their swordsmanship was skilled to
the miraculous. The men following madly behind were
untouched : the Palace servants in front lashed them off
without injury. And as they shrieked, lept, flashed swords,
cracked butts in dozens and covered us with earth, the
Emperor conversed amiably with their chiefs who stood
by his dais and, slender brown hands to their mouths and
the sovereign's ear, whispered low words of encouragement
before joining the long column. This moved out of the
town to the vibration of war songs and row of drums.
Only one accident.
This sole disaster of the day was experienced by a
chief whose silver-bridled mule, frightened by the Ras'
drummers, bolted over a wide meadow towards the palace.
Faithful retainers hurried after their lord and the chase,
thus stimulated by Ethiopian feudal devotion, only ended
by that dignitary falling heavily to earth.
Ras Mulugeta himself passed the throne about noon,
preceded by hornblowers dressed in European uniform,
their gigantic antlers lifted high. Drawing his sword of
modern temper, the towering grizzled figure with the face
of an eagle approached the dais and the Emperor slowly
rose and saluted. Mulugeta was in a different dress from
that of Maskal: the Ras's peaked coronet was discarded
for a khaki helmet, and his chest blazed with decorations
from his European journeys; instead of the velvet surplice
broidered with lion mane and the silk jodhpurs he wore
field uniform. Typical of Abyssinia's indomitable and
intemperate old age he set his sword to earth as a formal
sign of fealty and proceeded to give words of blunt advice.
Curtly : " Do not interest yourself overmuch in politics,"
he said. " Your weakness is that you trust the foreigner
ta&JS^h : M^J^out.'"" What are all these fools of the
Press doing here ? I am ready to die for my country, and
you are too, we know. War is now the thing and to conduct

